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Long-range gene regulation involves physical proximity between
enhancers and promoters to generate precise patterns of gene
expression in space and time. However, in some cases, proximity
coincides with gene activation, whereas, in others, preformed
topologies already exist before activation. In this study, we investigate the preformed configuration underlying the regulation of
the Shh gene by its unique limb enhancer, the ZRS, in vivo during
mouse development. Abrogating the constitutive transcription covering the ZRS region led to a shift within the Shh–ZRS contacts and
a moderate reduction in Shh transcription. Deletion of the CTCF
binding sites around the ZRS resulted in the loss of the Shh–ZRS
preformed interaction and a 50% decrease in Shh expression but no
phenotype, suggesting an additional, CTCF-independent mechanism of promoter–enhancer communication. This residual activity,
however, was diminished by combining the loss of CTCF binding
with a hypomorphic ZRS allele, resulting in severe Shh loss of function and digit agenesis. Our results indicate that the preformed
chromatin structure of the Shh locus is sustained by multiple components and acts to reinforce enhancer–promoter communication
for robust transcription.
genetics

associated with various trans-acting factors including CTCF,
paused polymerase, constitutive transcription, and the Polycomb
complex (11, 18–20). Functionally, preformed topologies have
been postulated to enable more efficient and robust gene activation by ensuring rapid communication between enhancers and
their target promoters (21, 22). However, as the activities of
enhancers and their capacity to interact with their target promoter often overlap, the sole contribution of preformed topologies to gene activation remains speculative.
In this work, by using the Shh locus as testbed, we set out to
study the function of a stable, preformed topology. Shh is
expressed in the posterior part of the developing limb, within the
zone of polarizing activity (ZPA). This highly specific expression
pattern is critical to ensure the development of limb extremities
Significance
Enhancers control the activation of genes in space and time
through physical proximity in the nucleus. Recent studies have
shown that the control of this proximity can modulate gene expression. On the contrary, it is unclear how constant proximity
participates in transcriptional regulation. Here, by using the Shh
locus as a testbed, we set out to investigate how the preformed
interaction with its enhancer, the ZRS, contributes to its regulation. We find that the alteration of CTCF binding or constitutive
transcription around the ZRS alters this interaction as well as the
expression of Shh. Overall, we demonstrate the significance of
preformed promoter–enhancer interactions to achieve maximal
expression level and therefore transcriptional robustness.
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D

uring development, precise spatiotemporal gene-expression
patterns are established by regulatory regions called enhancers. The specificity of enhancers is instructed by the combination of bound transcription factors and their transcriptional
activities are transmitted to associated gene promoters. The
communication between enhancers and promoters is ensured by
physical proximity in the nucleus, even when separated by a large
genomic distance. This communication is delimited by domains
of preferential interactions called topologically associating
domains (TADs) (1, 2). TADs are separated by boundary elements, which interact together and have been associated with
convergent CTCF/Cohesin binding and constitutive transcription (1–6). Depletion of CTCF or Cohesin induces a genomewide loss of TADs and boundary interactions but results in only
modest gene expression changes, bringing into question the functional relevance of these structures (7–10). Moreover, the role of
transcription at boundary regions is yet to be elucidated.
Although TADs are mostly invariant, intra-TAD interactions
between regulatory elements can be dynamic or preformed (11,
12). In particular, dynamic enhancer–promoter interactions occur in a tissue- or time-specific manner and participate in the
regulation of gene transcription (13–17). By contrast, preformed
interactions are detected before gene transcriptional activation
and are tissue-invariant. These interactions can occur between
regulatory regions located within TADs, but also in the direct
vicinity of boundary elements. Preformed interactions have been
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and, in particular, the number and identity of digits (23). In the
limb bud, Shh is regulated by a single enhancer, the ZRS, the
deletion of which results in a complete Shh loss of function in
the limb, leading to digit aplasia (24). The ZRS is located almost
1 Mb away from the Shh promoter within the intron 5 of the
constitutively expressed gene, Lmbr1 (24, 25). Despite this
large genomic separation, FISH experiments have demonstrated complete colocalization of the Shh promoter and the
ZRS in posterior limb buds, where Shh is expressed. Moreover, in contradiction to many enhancer–promoter interactions that are tissue- and time-specific, the two elements are
found in close proximity even when inactive, suggesting a
preformed mode of interaction (26, 27). However, how this
preformed topology is established or how it relates to the
expression of Shh in developing limb buds remains unclear. In
this work, we address these questions by interrogating the Shh
locus structure with high-resolution capture-HiC (cHi-C) using targeted genetic disruption of predicted CTCF/transcriptional
architectural features.

vestigate whether the 3D architecture of the Shh locus changes
depending on ongoing tissue-specific regulation, we produced
cHi-C maps of three different tissues/cell types: embryonic stem
cells (ESCs), E10.5 midbrain, and E10.5 embryonic limb buds. In
ESCs, the Shh locus is in a poised transcriptional state, whereas,
in limbs and midbrain, it is found in an active state under the
control of different enhancers (28). Independently of the locus’
transcriptional state, we observed a conserved 1-Mb-sized TAD,
defined by a centromeric boundary located close to the Shh gene
and a telomeric boundary positioned around the TSS of the
Lmbr1 gene in the vicinity of the ZRS enhancer (Fig. 1 A–C).
Moreover, the interaction between Shh and the ZRS remains
unchanged among the three tissues (Fig. 1D).
Next, we investigated the chromatin accessibility and the
H3K27ac active enhancer mark at the locus in all three tissues
by using ATAC-seq and ChIP-seq, respectively (11, 29–31) (Fig.
1E). In agreement with enhancer reporter assays demonstrating
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Fig. 1. Shh and the ZRS enhancer form a tissueinvariant chromatin interaction. (A) cHi-C map of the
extended Shh locus in ESCs. Midbrain and limb inactive
enhancers are indicated by red ovals on the lower
gene track. (B) cHi-C map in E10.5 midbrain. The inactive ZRS enhancer is indicated by a red oval, and the
active midbrain enhancer (SBE1) in the transcribed
Shh gene is indicated by a green oval. (C) cHi-C map in
E10.5 limb buds (forelimbs and hindlimbs). The active
limb enhancer (ZRS) is indicated by a green oval, and
the inactive midbrain enhancer is indicated by a red
oval. The left embryo staining shows a wildtype WISH
of Shh at E10.5. The right embryo displays LacZ
staining for the ZRS enhancer activity. Reprinted from
ref. 65. The black boxes in A–C indicate the domain of
high interaction between Shh and the ZRS region.
Lmbr1 and Shh genes in A–C are indicated as black
bars, whereas neighboring genes are colored gray. (D)
Virtual capture-C (vC) profiles from the Shh promoter
in ESCs, midbrain, and limbs show similar interactions
with the ZRS (black arrows). (E) ATAC-seq (purple) and
H3K27ac ChIP-seq (green) tracks in ESCs, midbrain,
and limbs. Black arrows indicate the active limb and
midbrain enhancers. (F) CTCF ChIP-seq tracks of the
extended Shh locus in ESCs, midbrain, and limbs. Note
the absence of changes between the three tissues.
Black arrows under the ChIP-seq track indicate the
orientation of CTCF sites.
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volves the constitutively transcribed Lmbr1 gene (Fig. 1). To test
whether the transcription of Lmbr1 participates in the establishment of this long-range interaction as well as to the ZRS
activity, we engineered a homozygous 2.3-kb deletion of its
promoter (Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom) by using the CRISPR-Cas9 system
(33). By using RNA-seq and ChIP-seq for the transcriptional
elongation mark H3K36me3, we could observe a complete loss
of Lmbr1 transcription in mutant tissues (Fig. 2A). By using
qRT-PCR, from somite-staged E10.5 embryos, we then quantified the effect of the mutation on Shh transcription and found a
20% decrease in Shh expression (P = 0.0063; Fig. 2B). However,
this mild loss of expression did not result in any obvious skeletal
phenotypes in E18.5 limb buds.
To determine whether the loss of Lmbr1 transcription disrupts
the ZRS activity, we compared ATAC-seq and H3K27ac ChIPseq profiles between wildtype and Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom limb buds
and could not observe any significant changes. Thus, we concluded that the activity of the ZRS appears unaffected by the loss
of Lmbr1 transcription (Fig. 2B). Next, we examined whether the
loss of Lmbr1 transcription results in altered 3D chromatin architecture of the locus. CHi-C maps were generated for wildtype
and Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom limb buds, showing no global changes in
the domain of Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom limbs (Fig. 2C). Nevertheless,
subtraction of the two heatmaps revealed a slight increase in the
interaction between Shh and the centromeric part of the Lmbr1
gene (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This specific increase was also detected in the subtraction of wildtype and Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom 4C

a limb-restricted activity, the ZRS is accessible and decorated
with H3K27ac exclusively in the limb tissue (25). By contrast,
several other regions, including the known enhancer SBE1 in
intron 2 of the Shh gene, were accessible and marked by
H3K27ac specifically in the midbrain, suggesting that they drive
Shh expression only in this tissue (32) (Fig. 1E). Similarly to
previous studies in the limb (26, 27), we concluded that the 3D
chromatin topology of the Shh locus is preformed in ESCs and
invariable among the tested tissues, despite the changes in the
enhancer repertoires that are being used.
Preformed stable 3D chromatin interactions and TAD
boundaries have been proposed to rely on the presence of convergent CTCF binding sites and the Cohesin complex (3, 11). At
the Shh locus, the centromeric and telomeric TAD boundaries
are bound by two and three major tissue-invariant convergent
CTCF binding sites, respectively (Fig. 1F) (29, 31). Additionally,
constitutive transcription has also been observed to correlate
with stable chromatin topologies (1, 22). Here, the Lmbr1 gene,
which overlaps the ZRS and colocalizes with the telomeric TAD
boundary, is expressed across most tissues and cell types. We
thereby hypothesized that the disruption of the CTCF sites or of
the Lmbr1 transcription would impact the preformed chromatin
interaction between Shh and the ZRS as well as the overall TAD
architecture of the locus.
Loss of Lmbr1 Transcription Results in Down-Regulation of Shh. The
preformed chromatin interaction between Shh and the ZRS in-
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Fig. 2. Abrogation of Lmbr1 transcription results in down-regulation of Shh. (A) RNA-seq (brown) and H3K36me3 ChIP-seq (green) of wildtype and
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deletion (Bottom Right). qRT-PCR of Shh in wildtype (n = 5) and Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom E10.5 limb buds (n = 3). The P value was calculated by one-sided Student
t test (P = 6.3e-03). Error bars represent SD. (C ) cHi-C maps of wildtype and Lmbr1Δprom/Δprom E10.5 limb buds. The black arrows indicate the differential
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profiles using the Shh promoter as a viewpoint (Fig. 2C). The
precise genomic location of the increased contacts indicates a
centromeric shift of the interaction, excluding the ZRS region,
which itself displays a decreased contact with the Shh promoter.
Thus, it is likely that the ZRS, located in the telomeric part of
Lmbr1, becomes more isolated from the Shh TAD and gene. In
fact, the centromeric part of Lmbr1 is bound by prominent
CTCF sites within intron 5 (i5) and intron 9 (i9) of the gene, the
binding frequency of which could be affected by the Lmbr1
transcriptional loss (Fig. 2D) (34). Consequently, our findings
support that transcription of Lmbr1 modulates the distribution of
Shh interactions within Lmbr1, which in turn defines the ShhZRS contact and ultimately Shh expression.
Deletions of CTCF Sites Result in Ectopic CTCF and Cohesin Binding at
Neighboring Sites. In all cell types we investigated, three major

CTCF binding events occur on either side of the ZRS, which we
termed i4 (intron 4), i5, and i9, respectively (Fig. 3A). These
binding sites are oriented in the direction of Shh, which is itself
flanked by two CTCF sites in a convergent orientation, and could
account for the preformed interaction between the ZRS and Shh,
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ultimately leading to a decreased Shh expression. By using
CRISPR-Cas9, we engineered homozygous deletions specifically
targeting the CTCF binding motifs individually or sequentially in
combination (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Table S1). First, the deletion of the i4 binding site (ΔCTCF i4) resulted in the disruption
of CTCF binding solely at the i4 site. In contrast, the deletion of
the i5 site (ΔCTCF i5) eliminated the CTCF binding at the targeted site and, surprisingly, induced ectopic CTCF binding at
two neighboring sites; one on the centromeric side of the ZRS
and the other adjacent to the Lmbr1 promoter. Finally, we
retargeted the ΔCTCF i5 allele to delete the i4 CTCF binding
site and thus obtain a combined deletion allele (ΔCTCF i4:i5).
ΔCTCF i4:i5 limb buds displayed loss of i4 and i5 CTCF binding
as well as increased CTCF binding at both the ZRS and Lmbr1
promoter ectopic binding sites, as seen in the ΔCTCF i5 mutant
(Fig. 3B).
The increased binding of CTCF at the ZRS indicates
cooperativity in the occupancy between neighboring binding sites.
This ectopic binding precisely occurred on the centromeric edge
of the previously characterized long-range regulatory region of
the ZRS, suggesting a potential compensating redundancy that
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ensures formation of the 3D architecture (35). Therefore, within
the ΔCTCF i4:i5 background, we additionally deleted the ZRS
CTCF binding site (ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS) while leaving intact any
other characterized transcription factor binding sites required for
the ZRS function (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S5C). The
ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS allele resulted in a complete loss of CTCF
binding at the ZRS site and up to the i9 binding site, 40 kb away.
We then performed ChIP-seq for RAD21 to assess whether
the loss of CTCF binding altered the recruitment of the Cohesin
complex. In wildtype limb buds, RAD21 accumulates exactly at
the same positions as CTCF around the ZRS (Fig. 3C). In
double-deleted ΔCTCF i4:i5 limb buds, RAD21 is lost at the
i4 and i5 sites and bound at the ZRS and Lmbr1 promoter ectopic CTCF sites. In triple-deleted ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS limb buds,
RAD21 was also lost from the ectopic ZRS site, as expected
from the deletion of the underlying CTCF site. Surprisingly, in
these latter mutants, we further observed a complete loss of
RAD21 binding over the ectopic Lmbr1 promoter site and at the
neighboring i9 site, even though neither were mutated and were
thus still bound by CTCF (Fig. 3 B and C). We concluded that
the genetic alteration of these three CTCF sites results in a cooperative loss of Cohesin binding within the Lmbr1 gene and
without the appearance of ectopic binding sites.
CTCF Binding Sites Enable a Strong Shh–ZRS Interaction and Ensure
Normal Shh Transcription. To assess the effect of impaired CTCF

binding on the 3D architecture and transcription of the Shh locus, we produced cHi-C maps of ΔCTCF i4:i5 and ΔCTCF
i4:i5:ZRS E10.5 limb buds and compared them versus wildtype
controls. First, in ΔCTCF i4:i5, a strong loss of interaction was
observed between Shh and the Lmbr1 boundary (Fig. 4 A–C). In
the triple ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS mutant limb buds, the loss of contact
was as strong as in the double ΔCTCF i4:i5 mutants (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2 A and B). In both mutants, we also observed a partial
deinsulation of the Shh TAD denoted by decreased inner TAD
interactions and increased interactions with the telomeric
neighboring Mnx1-containing TAD (Fig. 4 B and C and in SI
Appendix, Fig. S2B). A similar change in the locus structure was
observed in ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS midbrain, indicating that this effect was not restricted to the limb (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D and E).
To visualize the difference in structure, we modeled the 3D
architecture of the Shh locus using the wildtype and ΔCTCF i4:i5
cHi-C datasets and a conformation prediction approach based
on polymer physics (36–38) (Fig. 4D, Movies S1 and S2, and SI
Appendix, Fig. S3). Specifically, in the wildtype model, Shh and
the ZRS are found in close proximity and separated from Mnx1.
In contrast, in ΔCTCF i4:i5 mutant limb buds, the distance between Shh and the ZRS is increased and Mnx1 is found closer to
both ZRS and Shh, in agreement with the observed deinsulation
between the Mnx1 and Shh TADs (Fig. 4B). The increased Shh–
ZRS distance was further confirmed by a shift in the distribution
of distances across all of the polymer-based models derived from
wildtype and mutant limb buds (Fig. 4E).
We next investigated whether these alterations of the chromatin structure have an effect on Shh regulation. By using qRTPCR, we detected a 51% (P = 1.01e-04) loss of Shh expression in
ΔCTCF i4:i5 limb buds and a 52% (P = 2.65e-06) reduction in
ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS limb buds compared to wildtype (Fig. 4F and
SI Appendix, Fig. S2C, respectively). The absence of transcriptional and structural differences between ΔCTCF i4:i5 and
ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS alleles suggests that the ZRS CTCF binding
site, despite being bound by RAD21, cannot rescue the loss of
the i4 and i5 binding sites. We next examined the limb skeleton
of E18.5 embryos and could not observe any obvious limb skeletal phenotype. To further test how the structural changes influence
Shh transcription when regulated by a different enhancer, e.g.,
SBE1, qRT-PCR was performed in ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS midbrain. In
this tissue, we did not observe a significant Shh reduction (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F). Altogether, our results underline that the removal
of CTCF binding sites around the ZRS and the subsequent alterations in the long-range Shh–ZRS interaction have a significant
12394 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1900672116

effect on Shh transcription only in the limb. Moreover, our findings
suggest that a CTCF-independent mode of communication between Shh and the ZRS sustains the residual Shh transcription in
ΔCTCF i4:i5 and ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS embryos.
CTCF Supports Residual Shh Expression in a ZRS Hypomorphic Allele
Background. The loss of Shh expression in CTCF mutant animals

suggests that CTCF and the preformed topology of the locus
provide robustness to Shh regulation and, as a result, maximize
its transcriptional levels. To test this hypothesis, we engineered a
hypomorphic allele of the ZRS by deleting 400 bp that contains
several ETS binding sites and so contributes to the ZRS enhancer strength (ΔZRSreg; Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S5C)
(35, 39, 40). To characterize the effect of this allele on the locus
3D structure, we produced cHi-C maps of ΔZRSreg limbs. We
observed an increased interaction between Shh and the i5
CTCF site, but the overall structure of the locus remained
unchanged (Fig. 5B and SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Moreover, the
preformed interaction between Shh and the region of the ZRS
appeared unaffected by the mutation. We then assessed the
transcriptional outcome of the ΔZRSreg allele by using wholemount in situ hybridization (WISH) and qRT-PCR and found a
75% reduction in Shh transcription (P = 2e-07) in mutant developing limb buds (Fig. 5C). This significant loss of expression
resulted in a fully penetrant forelimb oligodactyly, a typical Shh
loss-of-function phenotype (24), and normal hindlimbs (Fig. 5
D, Middle).
We then introduced the same hypomorphic ΔZRSreg mutation
on the ΔCTCF i4:i5 background (ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRSreg; Fig. 5A).
CHi-C in ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRSreg limb buds showed, similarly to
ΔCTCF i4:i5 mutants, a strong loss of interaction between Shh
and the Lmbr1 boundary as well as a partial deinsulation of the
Shh TAD (Fig. 5B). Moreover, the interaction loss between Shh
and the ZRS in ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRSreg is similar to what is observed in ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRS mutants (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A
and B). Accordingly, it appears that the removal of this 400-bp
segment of the ZRS, which includes the ZRS CTCF binding
site as well as several ETS binding sites, does not further affect the contact between Shh and the ZRS (SI Appendix, Fig.
S5 B and C).
In ΔCTCF i4:i5:ZRSreg, WISH experiments could not detect
any expression of Shh, and qRT-PCR experiments confirmed
that Shh expression is reduced by more than 98% (P = 5.8e-07).
The appendages of these animals were strongly malformed; in
forelimbs, we could observe a fully penetrant digit agenesis, as
expected from a complete Shh loss of function. In contrast,
hindlimbs were slightly less affected, displaying oligodactyly and
syndactyly (Fig. 5 D, Lower). Accordingly, in comparison with the
ΔZRSreg animals, we observed a near-complete loss of Shh expression and a more severe digit phenotype in ΔCTCF
i4:i5:ZRSreg mutants. These results demonstrate that, in the
context of the ZRS hypomorphic allele, the 3D structure mediated by CTCF and Cohesin is the only backup supporting the
residual Shh expression. Thus, the preformed chromatin structure at the locus confers robustness in Shh regulation and ultimately enables the formation of five digits.
Discussion
In this study, we focused on the role of the preformed interaction
established between Shh and its limb enhancer, the ZRS, both
located in the vicinity of two TAD boundaries. By using
CRISPR-Cas9, we eliminate constitutive transcription or CTCF
binding motifs around the ZRS and assess the contribution of
these factors on the locus structure and regulation in vivo.
Transcriptionally active gene promoters have been shown to
interact over a large distance independently of CTCF and
thereby suggested to be drivers of genome architecture (5). In
fact, strong gene transcriptional activation was associated with
loop and boundary formation at the Zfp608 locus in neuronal
progenitors (5). However, the ectopic activation of the Zfp608
gene alone did not result in the formation of a new TAD
Paliou et al.
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show that the unique and specific Shh limb enhancer, the ZRS,
contacts the Shh promoter in a preformed manner that enables a
constant proximity and ultimately drives the promoter to mirror
the activity of its enhancer. This finding suggests that the regulatory role of stable chromatin structure differs greatly from
dynamic, tissue-specific ones. Indeed, even though stable chromatin organization might ensure permanent enhancer–promoter
communication, dynamic interactions were found to refine unspecific enhancer activities into more specific gene transcriptional output, and, consequently, their alterations were shown to
cause gene misregulation (17, 45). Ectopic looping between the
β-globin promoter and its LCR enhancer in primary erythroid
progenitor cells induces β-globin misexpression (45). Furthermore, at the Pitx1 locus, our previous work showed that dynamic
changes in chromatin structure restrict the activity of a fore- and
hindlimb enhancer to hindlimb only (17). The stable mode of
interaction found at the Shh locus does not restrict the activity of
the ZRS. Instead, it promotes gene transcriptional robustness
from a single specific enhancer. This contrasts other loci, where
robustness is mainly ensured via the additive effect of multiple,
partially redundant enhancers. At the Hoxd and Ihh loci, for
example, several enhancers have been shown to globally contribute to the final transcription pattern (46–49). At these loci, a
preformed interaction may be unnecessary, as a promoter samples the cumulative activities of all its enhancers, each of which
possesses an overlapping and redundant activity. Nevertheless,
both types of chromatin interactions, dynamic and preformed,
seem to coexist at many developmental loci. As a consequence, it
will be important to determine if the dynamic and preformed
chromatin topologies maintain their regulatory functions by
restricting enhancer activities and by enforcing constitutive enhancer–promoter communication, respectively.
Methods
Cell Culture and Mice.
CRISPR-Cas9 engineered allelic series. All deletion alleles of this study were
generated by using the CRISPR-Cas9 editing system according to previous
works (33, 50). To target the CTCF motif sites specifically, only one gRNA
was used. All CTCF deletions are summarized in SI Appendix, Table S1. For
longer deletions, two gRNAS were used on each side of the target DNA. A
detailed protocol for CRISPR-Cas9 engineering is provided in SI Appendix,
Supplementary Methods.
Aggregation of mESC. Embryos and live animals were generated from ESCs,
which were thawed, seeded on CD1 feeders, and grown for 2 d, by diploid or
tetraploid complementation (51). CD1 female mice were used as foster
mothers. The mouse lines were maintained when necessary by crossing them
with C57BL6/J mice.
Animal procedures. All animal procedures were in accordance with institutional,
state, and government regulations (Berlin: LAGeSo G0247/13 and G0346/13).
RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis, and qRT-PCR. Forelimb and hindlimb buds of 34–
35 somite stage embryos (E10.5) were microdissected in cold PBS solution,
snap-frozen in liquid N2, and immediately stored at −80 °C. To isolate the
RNA, tissues were thawed on ice and the RNA extraction was performed by
using the RNeasy Mini kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (no.
74106; Qiagen). cDNA was generated by using the SuperScript II First-Strand
Synthesis System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) whereby 500 ng of RNA was
reverse-transcribed using random hexamer primers. To quantify the mRNA,
qRT-PCR analysis of three to six biological replicates (two fore- and two
hindlimb buds per biological replicate) in three technical triplicates was
performed by using GoTaq qPCR Master Mix (Promega). qRT-PCR of midbrain included three biological wildtype replicates and two biological mutant replicates each divided in two technical replicates. qPCR primers used
were as follows: ShhFw, 5′-ACCCCGACATCATATTTAAGGA-3′; ShhRev,
5′-TTAACTTGTCTTTGCACCTCTGA-3′; Rps9Fw, 5′-GACCAGGAGCTAAAGTTGATTGGA-3′; and Rps9Rev, 5′- TCTTGGCCAGGGTAAACTTGA-3′
RNA-seq. Forelimb and hindlimb buds of 34–35 somite stage embryos (E10.5)
were microdissected in cold PBS solution, snap-frozen in liquid N2, and immediately stored at −80 °C. To isolate the RNA, tissues were thawed on ice,
and 500 μL of TRIzol was added. Homogenization of the tissue was achieved
by filtering the samples using a 0.4-mm syringe until cell clumps were dissolved. Then, 200 μL of chloroform was added and the samples were mixed
vigorously and centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 15 min at 4 °C. Then, the upper
phase was transferred to new Eppendorf tubes, and 500 μL of isopropanol
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boundary or chromatin interactions. Here, the abrogation of
Lmbr1 constitutive transcription did not result in an alteration of
the TAD structure, but in an interaction shift toward the centromeric end of the gene body. This specific gain of interactions
occurs in a region centromeric to the ZRS, bearing CTCF sites,
located in intron 5 (i5) and 9 (i9) of Lmbr1 (Fig. 2D). The observed gain of interactions is likely linked to the loss of the
elongating polymerase as recently reported (34). In this latter
work, the blocking of transcription leads to increased CTCF and
Cohesin binding and stronger chromatin loops (34). The loss of
Lmbr1 transcription might thus increase the binding of CTCF
and Cohesin within its gene body, which could result in a preferential interaction between the centromeric i5 and i9 sites and the
opposing Shh CTCF sites. As a result, the distribution of interactions shifts toward the centromeric side of the Lmbr1 boundary,
thereby increasing the insulation between ZRS and Shh, decreasing
Shh transcriptional activation.
Within the Lmbr1 gene, disruption of only three CTCF sites is
sufficient to abolish the binding of the Cohesin complex at five
different binding sites. According to the loop extrusion biophysical model of chromatin organization, Cohesin rings bind
and extrude DNA until they reach convergent CTCFs acting as
natural barriers (4, 6). Thus, we hypothesized that the deletion of
these CTCF sites would lead to the inability of Cohesin to be
halted at the mutated sites. Additionally, the loss of Cohesin
binding over the i9 and over the ectopic Lmbr1 sites, which remain intact, suggests an interdependent binding mechanism between neighboring CTCF sites and Cohesin loading as previously
observed at the Hoxa locus (41, 42). As a result of this binding
loss, the strong Shh–ZRS interaction is significantly weakened
and Shh expression is decreased by 50%. This observation suggests that the normal expression of Shh depends on the presence
of CTCF and on the preformed 3D structure. These data also
indicate that, in the absence of the CTCF-driven chromatin interaction, Shh and the ZRS can still communicate in the 3D
space of the nucleus, probably via an alternative mechanism such
as molecular bridging of phase separation (43). Furthermore, we
noticed in these mutants a partial deinsulation between the Shh
TAD and its neighboring telomeric Mnx1 TAD. In this genetic
configuration, a complete TAD deinsulation is likely prevented
by the intact convergent CTCF/Cohesin binding sites in the Mnx1
TAD, which provide a telomeric border to the Shh interaction
domain. Overall, our results demonstrate that the CTCF/
Cohesin-mediated preformed topology of the Shh locus ensures maximal gene expression in vivo, but is not essential to
achieve long-range gene activation.
Despite the dramatic loss of Shh expression associated with
the reduced Shh–ZRS interaction, we did not detect a digit
phenotype in the CTCF mutant animals. The lack of limb malformations in these animals is in agreement with findings in
heterozygote ZRS loss-of-function animals, which bear normal
appendages despite having a 50% lower Shh expression (44).
Such a phenotype arises only when the function of the ZRS has
been partially impaired in a hypomorphic allele, thus providing a
“sensitized” genetic background. This particular mutation alone
leads to partial digit phenotype as a result of a number of ETS
binding site deletions (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C), which define the
spatial expression of Shh in the limb and determine the enhancer
“strength” (39). In this allele, further disruption of the CTCF
binding around the ZRS results in Shh loss of function with
complete digit aplasia in the forelimbs and oligodactyly in the
hindlimbs. Accordingly, we concluded that this stable, preformed, CTCF/Cohesin-based chromatin topology provides robustness in gene regulation that can buffer variations in enhancer
activity by maintaining Shh mRNA in high excess. Finally, our data
suggest that the modest transcriptional alterations upon global
CTCF/Cohesin depletion in nondifferentiating cells can be crucial
to the process of differentiation and morphogenesis (7, 8, 10).
Dynamic and preformed chromatin interactions were shown to
occur between enhancers and promoters at various loci during
development and lineage commitment (11, 15). In this work, we

was added. After 10 min incubation at RT, another centrifugation step at
maximum speed for 10 min at 4 °C followed. The pellet was washed two times
with 100% and 70% EtOH accordingly, centrifuged, air-dried for 10 min, and
eluted with nuclease-free water. Samples were poly-A–enriched and sequenced
(paired-end 50 bp) by using Illumina technology following standard protocols.
Two biological replicates were used for each experiment.
WISH. Shh WISH was performed on 34–35 somite stage mouse embryos
(E10.5) by using a digoxigenin-labeled Shh antisense riboprobe transcribed
from a cloned Shh probe (PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit; Roche). A detailed
protocol is provided in SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods.
Skeletal preparation. E18.5 fetuses were processed and stained for bone and
cartilage with standard Alcian blue/Alizarin A staining procedures (more
detailed methodology is provided in SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods).
ATAC-seq. ATAC-seq experiments were performed according to a previous
work (52) by using primary E10.5 limb buds dissected in 1× PBS solution. A
detailed protocol is provided in SI Appendix, Methods.
Tissue collection and fixation for ChIP-seq, Capture-HiC, and 4C-seq. Limbs from
homozygous E10.5 embryos were microdissected in 1× PBS solution and pooled
together. Limbs were washed once with 1× PBS solution and homogenized in
500 μL collagenase solution [0.1% collagenase type 1a (C9891; Sigma), 0.1%
(wt/vol) trypsin, 5% FCS or chicken serum in DMEM:Ham’s F-12, 1:1] for ∼15 min
in a Thermomixer. Additional disruption of cell clumps was achieved by using a
0.4-mm needle. Then, samples were transferred in a 50-mL Falcon tube through
a 40-μm cell strainer and complemented with 10% FCS/PBS solution. Formaldehyde 37% diluted to a final 1% for ChIP experiment and 2% for Capture Hi-C
and 4C-seq was used to fix the samples for 10 min at RT. To quench the fixation,
1.425 M glycine was used. Formaldehyde solution was removed by centrifugation (300 × g, 8 min), and fresh lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl,
5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EGTA complemented with Protease Inhibitor) was added
to isolate the nuclei. The samples were incubated for 10 min on ice, centrifuged
for 5 min at 480 × g, washed with 1× PBS solution, and snap-frozen in liquid N2.
ChIP-seq. Chromatin from at least 16 pairs of E10.5 limb buds was sonicated
in a size range of 200–500 bp by using the Bioruptor UCD-300 system
(Diagenode). CTCF and RAD21-bound chromatin was immunoprecipitated
by using the iDeal Kit for Transcription Factors (C01010055; Diagenode)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Chromatin 20 μg was used for
transcription factor ChIP-seq, and the experiments were performed in duplicates (CTCF for Wildtype, ΔCTCF i4i5, ΔCTCF i4i5ZRS) or in singletons. For
histone modifications, the immunoprecipitation was performed with 10–15
μg of chromatin as described previously (53, 54). The experiments were
performed in duplicates. Libraries were prepared by using the Nextera
adaptors and were sequenced as single-end 50- or 75-bp reads. Antibodies
used were H3K27ac (C15410174; Diagenode), K3K36me3 (ab9050; Abcam),
CTCF (C15410210; Diagenode), and RAD21 (ab992; Abcam).
3C-library for Capture Hi-C and 4C-seq. 3C-libraries were prepared from at least
10–12 pairs of homozygous E10.5 forelimb and hindlimb buds as described
previously (17, 55, 56). A detailed protocol is provided in SI Appendix,
Supplementary Methods.
Three-dimensional polymer modeling. To investigate the spatial conformations
of the Shh chromatin region, we employed the Strings & Binders Switch (SBS)
model (36, 37), whereby a chromatin segment is modeled as a self-avoiding
string made of consecutive beads interacting with diffusing Brownian molecular binders. Because of the specific interaction between beads and their
cognate binders, distant loci can bridge with each other, forming loops,
enabling the spontaneous folding of the polymer. To estimate the minimal
SBS polymer model that best reproduces the folding of the Shh region, i.e.,
the best distribution of the different binding sites along the polymer chain,
we used the PRISMR method (38). Briefly, PRISMR is a machine learningbased approach that takes experimental contact data as its input and, by
simulated annealing Monte Carlo, finds the minimal number of different
types of binding sites and their arrangement along the polymer that results
in the best agreement between the input data (cHi-C here) and the equilibrium contact matrix derived by the model. Next, by molecular dynamics
simulations of the best SBS polymer, an ensemble of single-molecule spatial
conformations is derived for the studied loci. Simulation details are provided
in SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods.
Statistical Analysis and Computational Analysis.
qRT-PCR analysis. The fold change between wildtype and mutant samples was
calculated by using the delta delta Ct method (ΔΔCt) (57). For statistical
analysis, one-sided Student’s t tests were used. Error bars represent SD between at least three biological replicates.
RNA-seq. Paired-end reads (50 bp) were mapped to the mouse reference genome
(mm9) by using the STAR mapper version 2.4.2a with default settings besides the
following options: outFilterMultimapNmax = 5; outFilterMismatchNoverLmax =
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0.1; alignIntronMin = 20; alignIntronMax = 500000; and chimSegmentMin = 10.
Reads per gene were counted based on the UCSC annotation tracks “known
genes” and “RefSeq” combined via shared exon boundaries. The counting was
implemented by applying the R function “summarizeOverlaps” with “mode =
Union” and “fragments = TRUE”. Finally, differential expression analysis was
performed with the DEseq2.
ATAC-seq. ATAC-seq data were processed as described in the ENCODE (29)
guidelines for mouse ATAC-seq samples. First, ATAC-seq paired-end reads were
trimmed to 30 bp to allow fragments with close-by transposition events (<50 bp)
to map, i.e., increase read coverage at nucleosome-free regions. Second, trimmed reads were mapped with Bowtie2 (58) and duplicated fragments removed
with Picard RemoveDuplicates (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Last,
bigWig files for display were generated with deepTools2 (59) for properly
mapped read pairs (FLAG 0x2) with mapping quality ≥20.
ChIP-seq. Single-end reads (50 or 75 bp) were mapped to the reference NCBI37/
mm9 genome by using Bowtie 2.2.6 (58) and filtered for mapping quality ≥10,
and duplicates were removed by using SAMtools (https://github.com/samtools/
samtools). Reads were extended (chromatin modifications, 300 bp; transcription factors, 200 bp) and scaled (1 million/total of unique reads) to produce
coverage tracks. For figure display purposes, some replicate ChIP-seq BigWig
files were merged by using the bigWigMerge from UCSC tools. BigWig files
were visualized in the UCSC browser. ESC H3K27ac and CTCF ChIP-seq were
downloaded from the ENCODE portal (https://www.encodeproject.org/)
produced by the laboratory of Bing Ren with the following identifiers:
ENCSR000CDE, ENCSR000CCB (29, 31).
4C-seq. Biological replicates were merged on the raw read level. Reads were
filtered for the primer sequence, including the first restriction enzyme DpnII.
After preprocessing, clipped reads were mapped to the reference NCBI37/
mm9 genome by using BWA-MEM (v0.7.12-r1044) (60) with default settings.
4C-seq contacts were analyzed in the murine region chr5:28,000,000–
30,000,000. To calculate read count profiles, the viewpoint and adjacent
fragments 2 kb up- and downstream were removed. A sliding window of
five fragments was chosen to smooth the data, and data were normalized to
reads per million mapped reads (RPM). To compare interaction profiles of
different samples, subtraction of normalized reads was applied.
Capture-HiC
cHi-C processing. Raw sequencing reads were preprocessed with cutadapt
v1.15 (61) to trim potential low-quality bases (-q 20 -m 25) and Illumina sequencing adapters (-a and -A option with Illumina TruSeq adapter sequences
according to the cutadapt documentation) at the 3′ end of reads. Next, sequencing reads were mapped to reference genome mm9 and filtered and
deduplicated using the HiCUP pipeline v6.1.0 (62) (no size selection, Nofill: 1,
format: Sanger). The pipeline was set up with Bowtie2 v2.3.4.1 (58) for short
read mapping. The trimming of sequencing adapters in the first step would not
have been necessary because potentially remaining sequencing adapter in
reads from valid ligation products should also be removed by the truncation
after ligation sites implemented in the HiCUP pipeline. In case replicates were
available, they were combined after the processing with the HiCUP pipeline.
Juicer command line tools v1.7.6 (63) was used to generate binned contact
maps from valid and unique reads pairs with MAPQ ≥ 30 and to normalize
maps by Knights and Ruiz matrix balancing (3, 63, 64). For binning and normalization, only the genomic region chr5:27,800,001–30,600,000 enriched in
the DNA-capturing step was considered. Therefore, only read pairs mapping to
this region were kept, shifted by the offset of 27,800,000 bp and imported with
Juicer tools by using a custom chrom.sizes file, which contained only the length
of the enriched region (2.8 Mb). Afterward, KR normalized maps were exported for 5-kb and 10-kb resolution, and coordinates were shifted back to their
original values. Subtraction maps were generated from KR normalized maps,
which were normalized in a pairwise manner before subtraction. To account
for differences between two maps in their distance-dependent signal decay,
maps were scaled jointly across their subdiagonals. Therefore, the values of
each subdiagonal of one map were divided by the sum of this subdiagonal and
multiplied by the average of these sums from both maps. Afterward, the maps
were scaled by 106/total sum. cHiC maps of count values, as well as subtraction
maps, were visualized as heatmaps in which absolute values greater than the
97th percentile were truncated for visualization purposes.
Virtual Capture-C profiles. To obtain more fine-grained interaction profiles
for selected loci, we defined 10-kb viewpoint regions and generated virtual
Capture-C–like profiles based on the filtered, unique read pairs that were
also used for the cHiC maps. A read pair was considered in a profile when it
had an MAPQ ≥ 30 and one read mapped to the defined viewpoint region
whereas the other read mapped outside of it. The reads outside of the
viewpoint were counted per restriction fragment, and read counts were
binned afterward to 1-kb bins. In case a fragment was overlapping more
than one bin, the read count was distributed proportionally. Afterward,
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each binned profile was smoothed by averaging over a running window of
five bins and scaled by 103/sum of all its counts on chr5. The viewpoint and a
window ±5 kb around it were not considered for the computation of the
scaling factor. The profiles were generated with custom Java code by using
htsjdk v2.12.0 (https://samtools.github.io/htsjdk/).
Virtual Capture-C viewpoints were as follows. Proximal CTCF site:
chr5:28,777,001–28,787,000; Shh promoter: chr5:28,789,001–28,799,000; and
ZRS enhancer: chr5:29,637,001–29,647,000.

